Demonstrate Teaching Effectiveness

**EARN A BADGE**

Select and attend 4 workshops in a track (4 contact hours)
Complete all action plans and submit a capstone reflection
Reflections will be assessed for credit with a standardized rubric

**EVIDENCE-BASED TEACHING**

- Identify evidence-based teaching strategies for student engagement and learning success
- Select & implement appropriate strategies for teaching contexts
- Assess effectiveness of teaching strategies in achieving learning outcomes

**TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGY**

- Identify instructional technologies to enhance instruction
- Evaluate technology usefulness in achieving course learning outcomes
- Implement technologies responsibly and meaningfully

**FOLIO FOUNDATIONS & INTEGRATIONS**

- Identify Folio technology tools to enhance instruction
- Evaluate Folio usefulness in achieving course learning outcomes
- Implement Folio and/or integrated technologies to achieve outcomes

**LEVEL-UP A BADGE**

Level-up by taking 4 different workshops in the same track & submitting all required artifacts

- Level 1: Proficiency
- Level 2: Mastery
- Level 3: Expertise
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